Abstract. In the totally anonymous shared memory model of asynchronous distributed computing, processes have no id's and run identical programs. Moreover, processes have identical interface to the shared memory, and in particular: there are no single-writer registers. This paper assumes that processes do not fail, and the shared memory consists only of read/write registers, which are initialized to some default value. A complete characterization of the functions and relations that can be computed within this model is presented. The consensus problem is an important relation which can be computed. Unlike fimctions, which can be computed with two registers, the consensus protocol uses a linear number of shared registers and rounds. The paper proves logarithmic lower bounds on the number of registers and rounds needed for solving consensus in this model, indicating the difficulty of computing relations in this model.
Introduction
In this work, we study the totally anonymous shared memory model of asynchronous distributed computing. Like in previous works that studied computations by identical processes, e.g.; [3; 4] ; we assume that processes have no id's and run identical programs. We also assume that the means by which processes access the shared memory are identical to all processes. This implies; for exampie; that a process cannot have a private register to which only this process may write and all other processes can read; as is usually assumed. In this work we study only the case where processes do not fail, and the shared memory consists only of read/write shared registers, which are initialized to some default value.
In some cases, we also assume that the number of processes that execute a given task is unknown. This model is related to an environment where an unknown set of processes execute a common task using a "public" server, in which the communication media cannot distinguish between different processes. This models an environment where the communication route connecting a process to the shared server can be dynamically replaced by an alternative one. We will be mainly interested in the computation power of this model, namely, what kind of distributed tasks [14] can be computed by it. We restrict our attention to consensus-like tasks, in which each process has a private input: and processes have to agree on the same output. Such a task defines a relation between input vectors and possible output values. This relation is a function if the corresponding output is uniquely determined by the processes inputs (e.g., the AND function); note that the standard consensus task [15] is not a function.
First we give a complete characterization of the functions that can be computed within this model, and show that if a function can be computed, then it can be computed with only two shared registers. It turns out that the class of functions that can be computed is quite limited (for instance: the AND or OR functions cannot be computed); in view of this, it is a little surprising that consensus is computable in this model. We will provide a (fault-free) consensus protocol in which both the number of shared registers and the number of rounds is linear in the number of processes. Using this protocol, we then give a complete characterization of the relations that can be computed.
One can ask whether consensus can be solved in the totally anonymous model with a smaller number of shared registers, and/or smaller number of rounds. We give a partial answer to this question by showing that these figures cannot be bounded by a constant independent of the number of processes. Specifically: we prove logarithmic lower bounds on the number of shared registers and the number of rounds needed for solving consensus.
Our lower bound proofs combine two seemingly unrelated techniques: The first one is of "covering" registers, which is similar to the technique used by Burns and Lynch [6] to prove that any protocol for mutual exclusion among N processes needs N shared registers. Different variants of this technique appear in the "hiding lemma" used by Moran and Taubenfeld [13] to prove impossibility of wait-free counting, and in the "reconstruction lemma" used in the context of public data structures by Brit and Moran [5] .
The other tool we use in our lower bound proofs is the existence of bivalent states, introduced by Fischer, Lynch and Paterson [8] to prove the impossibility of asynchronous consensus in the presence of one faulty process. This tool was used extensively afterwards, e.g., [7, 10, 12] : mainly in the context of impossibility results in fault tolerant computations. Thus, our results demonstrate a certain connection between faulty models with distinct processes, and non-faulty models with totally anonymous processes.
Many works on shared memory systems studied models with faults [1, 2, 10, 12]. These papers assume that processes are not anonymous, and may run different protocols. Jayanti and Toueg [11] studied anonymous read/write shared memory models. They considered two models: In the first model, the processes have no names but the shared registers are single writer (each process has its "own" register).
